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Vasectomy isn’t
for every man
By Bill Harks
Second of two parte
When a man decides to have a vasectomy. the reason is usually the same. He doesn’t want anymore
children but wants to have sex without the bother of contraceptives.
Biologist John Hessel, vice president of Family Planning Alternatives in San lose. also said that .i
few men want vasectomies because they have bad genetic traits and don’t want to pass them on.
According to Hesse!. some persons have proposed that persons in mental institutions also should
be given vasectomies.
"Many men, when they decide they do not want any more children, want an easy way to stop. With
the pill they always run the risk that it may be forgotten, and other forms of contraception are
sometimes inconvenient." Hessel said.
"Some people get vasectomies who really shouldn’t." he continued. "These are the ones who feel
guilty about getting a woman pregnant, and they use vasectomies as a form of self -punishment," he
said.
According to Hessel, this type of person should not get a vasectomy because he really doesn’t want
one.
Also on his list of those who sould not be operated on is the henpecked man, dominated by his wife.
"Every once in a while." Hessel said. "I get someone into a counseling session and ask him about the
operation and he says, ’Whatever she wants’. This type of person will only go downhill after the
operation."
Hessel said that anyone who has psychological problems after a vasectomy probably had difficulties before the operation.
"This is not a cure for sexual problems," he stated. "It’s a sterilization operation."
He said it won’t help men who suffer from premature ejaculation or those who have problems
maintaining or even getting an erection.
"A man who feels that his masculinity is a result of having children should not even consider getting a vasectomy," Hessel stated.
"Before any operation I always have a talk with the individual concerning how he feels about the
operation. I ask him if he thinks the operation will affect his masculinity.
"Sometimes a person will say that he already hashed three kids or so and has proved he is masculine. A person who thinks like that I try to dissuade from having the operation." said Hesse’.
When Hessel holds his conference with a potential patient, he likes the man’s wife or girl friend to
be present also.
"Sometimes problems can result if the man has the operation on his own. There are cases of women
losing interest in men who’ve had the operation because they are no longer capable of getting the
woman pregnant," he said.
"I also try to find out if they are 100 per cent comfortable with the idea that he is going to be
permanently sterile," he added.
In a recent book, John I. Fried said that men who have had vasectomies are "possibly" more susceptible diseases like rhuematism, arthritis and muscular sclerosis, but Hessel doesn’t seem to think this
is the case.
"There is really no evidence that this is true. It’s nothing to stop a man who wants a vasectomy," he
said.
"That’s not to say that I don’t think more research is needed," he added.
Hessel said that the average person who gets a vasectomy is between 25 and 40. The youngest man
to get one at Family Planning Alternatives was 23.
"The young shouldn’t have them, because usually they don’t have a stable relationship," Hessel
said.
"However, if a 19-year-old who already had two children came in and wanted a vasectomy, there
wouldn’t be very much trouble." said Hessel.
"They type I mean is the 18 to 20-year-old, who isn’t married or has any kids. I recommend that
they use the pill because it’s too big a decision at the time." he said.
Hesse] said that at Family Planning Alternatives, very few men back out after saying they wanted
a vasectomy.
"Occasionally a man will come in and attend a group counseling session and then not callback. We
don’t go after this type because they have usually changed their minds.
"We might go after a person who made an appointment but didn’t show up for it, because
sometimes they just can’t make it," he said.
Hessel told one humorous story about an episode a doctor experienced at the clinic.
"One man was prepared to have the operation and had gotten into the room. He had his pants off
and just before the doctor was ready to start the man decided he didn’t want the operation."
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William Street park issue sparks
SJSU Tenant Union controversy
While approximately 125 persons watched ski
movies in the C.U. Loma Prieta Room, 10 others
sat in on a San lose Tenant Union meeting next
door.
Yet it wasn’t all that lonely for Bud Carney,
Tenant Union director, as four members of
various city agencies presented their reasons
why the passage of Proposition "j." appearing on
the November ballot, is necessary.
The proposed measure calls for a land
exchange between the city of San lose and the
San lose Unified School District ISISUSD) of
10.8 acres of William Street Park for not less
than 10.8 acres of the former Roosevelt school
site at Santa Clara and 19th streets.
The mayor and city council, with the exception of councilman loe Collo who opposes the
measure, have endorsed the proposition.
Those present included Dick Reed. San lose
Parks supervisor: lack Brito, community
coordinator for the SISUD: lose Villa, a member
of the SISUD’s Department of Urban Education:
and Russ Sommers, chairman of Model Cities
Environmental Task Force.
They came origninally to respond the flyers
which Carney and members of the tenants union
had passed out before registration week stating.
"The San lose Tenant Union has learned that the
City wants to convert William Street Park into
an industrial park or a school site."
The article further read. "the city is trying to
take William Street Park from us and use it in
behalf of "narrowed" interest.
Carney admitted that he had distributed the
flyers before he had knowledge of what the
situation was all about.
"We realized this after handing nut 500

Ryan education revision bill
to affect future instructors
San lose State University Education majors
will probably be working under a new program
next fall that relfects many of the dramatic
changes teacher education all over the state is
currently undergoing.
The Ryan Act, scheduled to go into effect in
Fall 1973, calls fore complete reorganization of
the state’s system for educating teachers. The
bill has taken on so many political overtones,
however, that there is question as to the actual
date for putting the program into effect.
The bill, authored by Senator Leo, J. Ryyan, DSouth San Francisco. will replace the Fisher Act,
which currently sets guidelines for education
programs. Passed in 1961 by the State
Legislature, the Fisher Bill reformed the credential qualifications for California’s teachers, shifting the emphasis of teacher training programs
from "methods" courses to academic subjects.
The Ryan Act adds a number of requirements
to the current act’s provisions:
"approved programs" be developed,
designed locally for each individual college or
university,

Week long activities
planned for Faire,
opens today on 7th
004’
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Porkers beware: the tow men cometh.

Chris Stewart

leaflets. maybe 1,000," he explained.
He explained he acquired the information for
the flyer from a Saturday Sept. 9 article in the
San lose Mercury News which stated Joe Collo
was against the land exchange partly "because
an industrial park will be built in the area."
But Brito wasn’t completely satisfied with
Carney’s explanation or with the tenants union’s
passing of the flyer.
He said he feared that the tenant union action
might have acted as a "catalyst" for opposition
towards the measure. He also said the flyer
inferred that the park was to go down, "which is
not true."
"I did an awful lot of the investigation myself
and I’m not proud of the fact that the school
wound up where it is," he said.
But he added the William Street area "was the
only possible site" for a school to be built
without "displacing people."
"More importantly you’ve got to start judging
where you set your priorities." he said. "Well,
there are 650 to 700 kids at finder school on
double session going to school in portable classrooms."
Villa mentioned that the location of an earthquake fault under San lose High School the
same fault which runs under the Roosevelt site)
may mean future park space for the city.
State law prohibits the building or reconstruction of schools on earthquake faults.
"On a long range basis it makes n lot of sense
that there be an exchange because we gain more
open park space because buildings cannot be
built for school purposes." Villa said.
Truck loading platform
Villa also mentioned t he trurk loading plat -

today is the lust day in the %seek -long
program of the Activities Faire.
Students may buy some homemade articles
from craftsmen or eat some different
international foods. It’s all happening on
Seventh Street.
See page 6 for the complete list of planned
programs.

local public schools be meaningfully involved in the development and operation ot
preparation and retraining programs,
goals. purposes and obtectives of each local
program be clearly stated in measurable terms.
rigorous and continuous evaluation
procedures be built into the approved program,
the amount of "clinical" and internship
experience be increased, improved and intensified and
the School of Education move from single
courses for all towards the development of
stated competencies and skills which may be
achieved by a variety of methods and options.
More specifically, this bill allows a student to
complete the major part of his professional
education requirements while still an
undergraduate.
In contrast, the Fisher Act concentrated the
student’s professional education requirements
(including student teaching) in his fifth year.
According to Dr. Donald Leu, dean of the
School of Education, there has been much confusion about the interpretation of the bill.
What exactly does it mean to students?
Dean Leu points out a number of advantages
the bill will give students:
students will be able to get some professional experience on the undergraduate level.
This will enable them to get a real feeling for the
work and find out if they really like it on the classroom level
greater options will be offered in course
offerings and areas of concentration
options will be available in professional
education as to how the student meets
performance skills
field experiences will be expanded
the fifth year students may have a larger
choice as to what they take in subject fields
Dean Leu describes the next few years of the
new program introduction as "challenging, frustrating, exciting and critically important."

form (Colla stated in his argument against the
proposition that the location of the loading platform was "unsafe’’’, would not be a problem
because crossing guards would be used with the
children.
Russ Sommers explained Colla’s statement
about the site becoming an industrial park.
"Colla’s misconception concerns the Olinder
Industrial Park which is tentative. Its proposed
off of McLaughlin and Story Road," he said.
Earlier in the meeting. Reed explained the
proposed plans for the two sites.
He said that a soccer field as well as a baseball
diamond, "to replace the one at William Street
Park." would be constructed at the Roosevelt
site.
He added the proposed school would not directly face William Street and the area would not be
fenced in, leaving sites for open turf fields
behind the school.
Park space still issue
Carney said he did some investigation of his
own after the leaflet incident and came to the
conclusion that building the school "seems likes
pretty good idea."
However, he continued to say a major concern
of the tenant union is the lack of park space.
"That goes without saying. You sit here in a
beautiful building and there is an awful lot of
buildings here backed by federal funds. We
haven’t got one single penny to build those
public schools out there." Brito responded.
Although Collo could not be reached for
comment, his argument against Proposition f
states, "There is no other park south of Santa
Clara Street within walking distance for the
residents of the area..."
Reed as well as various other school officials
have said that the park area at William Street
Park would not be part of the plan.
Carney could give no definite reasons why the
turnout was so poor. He said, however, the
meeting was not publicized as heavily as usual
because of "the misunderstanding over the park
situation."

Vasconcellos
here at noon
State Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, 029th District, candidate for re-election, will be
on campus today to talk to students.
Vasconcellos, advocate of "liberal" causes,
wants to meet students in the College Union area
at noon. According to his campaign office, he
will be in the area "simply walking around."
The assemblyman is being opposed for reelection by Republican challenger Larry
Fargher, former mayor of Santa Clara.

John Vasconcellos

Optional $20 assessed for CENTREX system

New telephones raise dorm fees
By Bill Paterson
An optional $20 telephone fee, assessed to
dorm students to help pay the operating
expenses of the recently installed CENTREX
telephone system in the dorms, has received
mixed reactions from residents.
Developed by Pacific Telephone, CENTREX is
a system which offers its users the opportunity
to make inter-campus as well as local and long
distance calls, according to William Schooler,
assistant manager of SISU’s Auxilary
Enterprises.
Under the old system, inter-campus calls
could not be made by students with phones. As
well, under the old dormitory switchboard
system, students could only receive campus
calls and not phone out unless they had their
own phone.
Dorm residents now have the opportunity to
dial anywhere on campus.
Schooler said the phone systemic optional and
students who contract for it receive two separate
bills. Under the system his department receives
$5 a month for four months, which covers
ins! ellation and service fees, while the students
pay the telephone company for message units
and long distance calls.

I tie air s.d cost of the phone lo us is 55.55 per
month plus the installation charges which range
between $8 and 811," he said.
Schooler said the Dormitory Revenue Fund
would make up for the loss.
Miss Dia Dunn, a service representative from
Pacific Telephone Co. said the usual charges for
a phone system include a $15 minimum
installation charge, and a 925 security deposit,
as well as a monthly service charge.
When the program was implemented in the
spring semester, there was no cost to the
student. Schooler explained the service became
operative too late in the semester to charge
students.
"It’s very difficult to turn around and try to
recover money from students who haven’t
planned fur it." he said.
Yet A.S. Pres. Dennis King doesn’t agree.
King said he had no idea that the system was
going to cost students until it started this fall.
King sees it as another increase to the students
which he believes has come at a bad
timeespecially with the recent rent increase.
King is not alone in his criticism as several
Royce Hall residents attested.
"I’hey didn’t tell us last year of an increase,

t ra inimey 1m a se IA ii.e
nobody likes to p’s
they got free before," Linda Randolph, a
returning junior, stated.
She said many other dorm residents have
expressed similar feelings about the increase.
"They don’t give you the information." Erna
Watson said. "The organization isn’t working
right."
Miss Watson, a transfer student, believes the
administration has a "take it or leave it attitude"
towards students attending and living at SISU.
"I figured it would come with room and
board," Marvin Coffey stated.
"It’s obvious we’re getting burned if our rents
are raised and yet we have to pay for phones as
well," he added.
Helen Gin, a freshman, thought the new phone
system was a good idea. "I want people to call
In," she said.
Gene Brown, a junior physical education major, looked at the situation from both sides.
"It seems likes good idea," he said. "It’s nice to
have a phone in your room although I’m not in
my room that often. I have to instruct people to
call in the evening."
However, he added, "the service in the dorm
office is kind of lax" when it came to providing

residents with information of this nature.
Schooler said that his department can not handle the expenses of the phone system.
"Under the original concept and under the contract the college has always intended that the
student pay." he explained.
"Whether or not this fact was effectively communicated through the system I do not know." he
added.
Schooler said students were informed of the
increase when they arrived this semester. He
said that an "at tempt" was made last semester to
inform as many students as possible of the increase.
Bruce Rozenhart, assistant head resident at
Joe West Hall, said the phone service was adequately publicized.
"The first week of dorm orientation the Bell
Telephone people were downstairs in West Hall
taking orders." he said.
Rozenhart said he was aware that students
were receiving the phone service last semester
free of charge and would have to pay this fall.
Rezenhart added the new system would be a
lot easier on head residents who had to operate
the switchboards under the old system.
Head residents Rick Marks and Mike Aiken

confirmed this and see the new system as an
asset to the dorms.
According to Schooler, students will have to
use the CENTREX system if they contract for a
phone.
Yet the phone service is optional.
"We only charge for goods and services they
want." he said. "Many students last year didn’t
want a phone."
Schooler said more than 80 per cent of t hi
dorm residents have signed up for the phone.
Students who haven’t contracted for a phone
would have to use the pay phones in the dorm,
Schooler said.
Schooler explained that the dorm system lathe
general campus system.
"The college installation is administered from
the general fund which is tax money, whereas
the dormitory revenue fund pays for the
residence phones," he said.
According to Schooler the dormitory revenue
fund is completely "self supporting." This fund
comes from the monies collected from student
rents and services.
Schooler said that the system will be corn
pletely operative by October 1. According to
some dorm residents, phones are now operative
in some of the dorms.
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Discontent over faculty salary schedule
Editor:
The Governor, Trustees, Chancellor
and possibly our local administration
are all responsible for the current
situation. We are asked to make
decisions instantaneously over
matters over which they dawdled for
two months. Document FSA 72-74
from the Chancellor is dated
September 15, 1972. The Board of
Trustees Resolution is dated July 12,
1972.
The delay in transmission of this
vital information is an example of
gross inefficiency in the Chancellor’s
office. Nonetheless. Pres. Bunzel
should have known of the resolution
and he should have begun preparation
of plans for action during the summer.
While it is true that no single
organization can claim to represent the
faculty at this institution, the CSEA,
CCUFA, UPC, AAUP together
represent a very large proportion of
the faculty. Despite our interest in this
matter, Pres. Bunzel did not bother to
consult us to ascertain our views.

The nerve of the North Vietnamese’
Exploiting POW’s and their families for propaganda!

The consequences of this partial
shift to the "new salary schedule" are
clear. The Trustees have put us into
competition with our colleagues in
pursuit of the merit raises. Those who
do not receive the increments will be
hurt and bitter and will resent the
more fortunate teachers who will

()mments

Are student body presidents apathetic?
When I reported the Board of
Trustees meeting in Los Angeles last
week, I expected to be caught in a rash
of bickering between Chancellor
Glenn Dumke, students and faculty
members.
Unfortunately. my thoughts were
shattered when only one student body
president briefly attended one
afternoon during the two-day meeting:
Although a few representatives of
various organizations argued with
Chuncellor Dumke over salary
apathetic
student
the
benefits,
president seemed no match. He was
more concerned with drinking coffee
than keeping informed about the raise

Alan Rosenberg
in summer session fees.
Although it is true that the trustees
meeting can sometimes be boring, this
is no excuse for student leaders to be
absent. I know student body
presidents have a busy schedule, but
when college presidents can take some
time to be informed, that is the time
when students should ponder over the
motives of their college representatives.
When I questioned A.S. Pres. Dennis
King on this matter he told me he had
more pressing issues in San lose. That
may be a logical answer but one SISU
student wants to know why another
member of the A.S. Council was not

sent in place of A.S. Pres. King?
If all the 19 state university and
colleges had sent their student
representatives to the last Trustees
meeting maybe they could have forced
the issue of a raise in summer school
fees to be reviewed. If not, at least the
members of SJSU could have been
reassured that a student voice was
representing them in Los Angeles.
Many students may feel that
summer session is a long way off, but
they will be bitterly reminded next
year when they pay an increase of $3
per unit. Then it will be too late to
thank this semester’s members of A.S.
Council.

It’s time to discuss issues face-to-face
13,
What a joke this presidential campaign is turning out to be. Up to this
point in the campaign, the candidates
have not confronted each other in
debate to discuss the issues.
It’s not that both are afraid of it. Sen.
George McGovern challenged Pres.
Nixon to a debate a few weeks back.
Apparently Nixon feels that it would
be against his better interests to
engage in a debate, recalling his poor
showing in the 1960 Kennedy -Nixon
’elevision debates.
Hut the way the campaign has
proceeded thus far, one tonstituting
mainly ot rhetorii dml im.m.vereti
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charges on sources of campaign funds,
and the infamous and despicable
(that’s right) Watergate affair, among
other things.
To conduct a truly intelligent campaign would require answers to these
and other pressing questions,
especially the Watergate affair in
which the White House denies any
participation, but which would seem
to involve people high up in the Administrattion who misused their
power.
The Watergate affair, as it has been
dubbed, culminated in the arrest and
indictment of several men charged
with the attempted bugging and theft

of documents from the Democratic
National Committee headquarters
located in the Watergate Hotel.
It was revealed after the arrests that
at least one man had connections with
the Committee to Re-Elect the
President. Another had deposited in a
bank account, a $50,000 check from the
committee.
If Nixon is truly confident of winning the election, as he claims, he
would be wise to accept the McGovern
debate challenge. In the end, it would
be the American people, not Nixon,
who would have everything to lose and
nothing to gain should the campaign
continue on its present course.

acs*000000000000c Letters to the Editor

Unanswered questions in Heilman comment
Your Sept. 27 "Staff Comment" by
Mark Heilman ("Capitalism helps
preserve individuality") poses some
unanswered questions.
Heilman states he was "absorbed
into the capitalistic system," but he
neglects to tell us how. Did he
skyrocket to success in one of our great
capitalistic institutions (like IT & T. or
Lockheed, or PG & E)? Or did he create
his own company and successfully
express himself by competing with his
"neighbor?" I hesitate to presume
either.
With unique literary style, Heilman
gives us a glimpse of his personal
philosophy of success. The "purpose of
life," according to the author, is to "dissipate the negative energy that holds
(one) back." All one needs to do is to
"stand up to his (handicap) and
overcome it." Sounds easy. Did
Heilman, at the start of his summer
adventure in capitalism, stand up to an
obstacle (such as lack of money, or
lack of experience, or discrimination
against his sex, or age, or race) and
overcome it? It so, how?
Another question arises from
Heilman’s bizarre economic theories.
He states that the "true form of
socialism" will usurp our right to solve
our own problems, and thereby leave
us with no way to express ourselves,
no way to "create our individual style."
Does Heilman mean that he and the
tither leaders of capitalism are solving
our problems? Does he even admit

that some problems exist that the individual is powerless to overcome?
Can he show us how a capitalist would
"stand up" to an "obstacle" such as discrimination, or the ecological disaster,
and "overcome" it? Can he show us an
example of successful capitalists who
have "proper regard for friends and
strangers alike?"

Finally, Heilman advises that we
must "endure" capitalism, regardless
of its cruelty, to preserve human individuality. I would propose that, on
the contrary, our freedoms are
diminishing and individualism is
vanishing. Possibly we have "endured" long enough.
Fred Colgan

Against organized religion
Editor:
I was pleased that you reviewed the
film "Marjoe" in the first issue of the
Spartan Daily this year. This film has
been needed for a long time.
Those fundamentalist Christian
groups that spend their time sticking
their pamphlets under the noses of
studying students, and those that
spend their time (anonymously) chanting "Jesus is coming!" and "Amen!"
until it resembles Brave New World’s
Orgy-Porgy would indeed do well to
contemplate the fact that the organized
Christian church is responsible for the
most horrific list of crimes against
humanity, far ahead of any other
religion.
For those whose history needs
refreshing, Christians were responsible for: The Crusades. the Inquisition, witch-hunts, anti-

semitism, the brutal conquest and
subsequent exploitation of non-Christian lands outside of Europe, the
extermination of many of the tribesand of the great civilizations-of the
origianl inhabitants of the New World,
and for our two World Wars.
I doubt that the present war of
genocide against the peoples of
Southeast Asia would have occurred
had these people been Christians, too,
hence, fit to live. Because of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, we still
have many laws interfering with the
private lives of American citizens on
our law books. Such taboos are remnants of the time when men still lived
in caves, and have no place in modern
society.
So if I seem less than enthusiastic
about the activities of such groups, at
least now they’ll know why.
Eugene Marangoni

receive the raises. Some of those who
receive the raises will feel guilty
because of the injustice to their associates.
The United Professors of California
has opposed the manner in which inequity funds have been disbursed. We
have felt that in times of financial
stringency funds for raises should be
distributed in across the board raises.
We did recognize the plight of the
librarians and felt that a portion of the
funds should go to them. We did not
agree to the raises for administrators.
It may surprise many of you to know
that many teaching Deans received
raises of about $3,500 each this year
while a full professor received less
than $1,500. To me all of this is part of
a plan to separate deans and
department heads from the faculty and
to let those in the chain of command
know on which side their "bread" is
buttered. This, coupled with the shift
to the new schedule, will divide the
faculty and will leave us dependent
upon our administrators for whatever
favors they may wish to bestow upon
Us.

The new schedule has another
hooker. It means that to "go up the
ladder" each faculty member will have
to go through a series of evaluations
which may each be comparable to
those procedures used for tenure and

promotion. The opportunities for
coercion and or pressures for conformity are obvious.
Even more insidious in the "merit"
notion is the possibility now for the
Governor and Legislature to vote sums
of money that are totally inadequate
for step increases for all who would
have been eligible in the past. Now, the
amounts allocated may be, say 50 per
cent, with the understanding that only
50 per cent of the staff rendered service
worthy of the merit increase.
This background information does
not solve the problem of how to disburse the money now available. We
must devise a scheme that will
strengthen faculty unity and avoid
bitterness insofar as possible. This
calls for statesmanship and I believe
that should come largely from those at
the top - the Professors.
I believe that we professors should
voluntarily assign the highest priority
to assistant professors in the top step
who cannot be promoted because of
the limitation on the number of
positions in higher ranks. Second,
priority should go to those in the top
step of associate professor. Third
priorty should go to professors in the
present top step.
G.M. Sicular
President, Engineer Dept.
United Professors of California,
San Jose Chapter
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Jewish woman aided nursing
::::::::::::::::....:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-::):::::::::::::::::::::
The blending of the Jewish American with his environment has
been a sustained process from 1654 to
the present time.
Arriving from many different countries, bearing deep religious traditions,
and settling in all parts of the nation,
the Jewish-American has contributed
energetically to all phases of American
life.
Lillian Wald, Jewish social worker
and founder of the Henry Street Settlement in New York City, was the
organizer of the first non-sectarian
public health nursing system in the
world.
At- the age of 22, she decided to
become a nurse, and studied medicine
at the New York Hospital School for
Nurses and the Woman’s Medical
College in New York City.
In 1893 Miss Wald and a friend,
Mary Brewster, established a small
settlement house. They then moved to
the now-famous settlement at 285
Henry St., which was Miss Waldo
home for nearly 40 years. The
institution provided visiting nurse
service as well as settlement services.

.....Letter to the Editor....

C.U. service?
Editor:
It is well known that students who
write letters to the editors of college
publications are guilty of that most
severe of all crimes, concern. For that
reason I’ve forborn, but I can be silent
no longer.
The College Union (how apropos
that it’s not the Student Union, since
it’s not in the least interested in the
students) has finally slipped into the
final, or "everyone’s out to get us,"
stage of paranoia. I have reference to
the new system of what is laughingly
called "service" in the Union snack
bar.
The ostensible reason for their new
way is that they were getting ripped
off with considerable regularity.
That’s a shame, and I can sympathize - but is it worth the ill will and wasted
time caused by interminable waiting
in line for a lousy cup of coffee, or cup
of lousy coffee, or whatever? Open up,
College Union. You’re here to provide
SERVICE.
Zeke McCloud, Jr.

by Jackie Easley
In 1902 Miss Wald initiated the first
city school nurse service int he world,
and developed the plan for town and
country nursing that was later
adopted by the American Red Cross.
She was a bitter opponent of slums and
child labor, and organized the Federal
Children’s Bureau, which was established by Congress in 1908.
In 1915 she became the first
president of the American Union
Against Militarism, and after the U.S.
entered World War I, became a subcommittee member of the council of
National Defense. She served on
various state and city commissions in
the interest of public health, and was
the author of two books, "The House of
Henry Street" and "Windows on Henry
Street."
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Mexican to Canadian border

2,400mile hike alone

I

ki,), Al Francis
A 17 -year old high school
student from Fremont spent
last summer hiking 2,400
miles from the Mexican to the
Canadian border.
Henry Wilds cleared all of
the hurdles in his journey
alone in the wilderness, including his own mind. The
most dangerous thing was my
mind," said Wilds. "Al times I
almost talked myself into
being beaten."
It took him 109 days, two
pairs of boots and a $1,000 in
savings to make the trip.
From the first day. Wilds’
determination was nearly
beaten by a sidewinder rattlesnake. That day he was
hiking in 1 0 2 -degree
temperature when the rattlesnake struch his bout, but it
didn’t penetrate to the skin.
Only one other man has
walked the same Pacific Crest
Trail alone. Harry Ryback
made the walk two years ago.
It was actually a story on
National
Ryback
in
Geographic magazine that
inspired Wilds to attempt the
trek.
It was only a month before
he actually left that Wilds
made the final decision.
During that time he sent for
maps from the Forest Service
that turned out to be useless
and arranged food drops along
the trail.
Wilds consulted one of his
school instructors, Harley

Monism a backpacker for advice.
"My main course was
macaroni dinner," said Wilds.
He ran out of food and lived on
sunflower seeds for the last
two days while walking in a
foot of snow in 12 degrees
below zero weather.

Henry Wilds
Wilds got sick twice during
the three months from the flu
and altitude during the
roughest segment of the journey, the john Muir Trail.
While going through
Southern California, Wilds
saw some extraordinary

scenery. He came across
small herd of buffalo and went
through the highest pass
during the tourney ten miles
north of Mt. Whitney.
"I was going to climb Mt.
Whitney," claimed Wilds,
bluntly. "but I was a day
behind schedule. so I didn’t."
As for the animals. "The wild
bears didn’t even bother me,
hut a deer up in Lassen
National Park ate the
American flag off my pack. I
guess there was sugar on it."
The blond Wilds actually
slept in a bed one night at a
Rangers’ station. The rest of
the time he relied on his
Montgomery Ward’s sleeping
bag.
One of the things that
Monian advised him to take
was a 35mm camera. Wilds
shot over 500 color slides
during the hike.
The top challenge to conditioning
was a peak in
Oregon that had 39 continous
switchbacks without stopping, which added up to one
big trail, Wilds said.
Time was of the essence to
make the trip as the snow
melts and before it starts
falling again in the fall. Wilds
covered the distance faster
than anyone else. A group of
11 people started out two months before Wilds did, and only
two members finished two
days before he did.
The longest segment
between the food drops made

by Wilds’ father, Orban. and
Monian. who altered drops,
was through the John Muir
’I’rail in Yosemite National
Park that stretched for 482
miles. "I started out with an
80 -pound pack for that
segment and I still ran short of
supplies, Wilds explained.
Wilds kept a day-by-day journal of his endeavors and
detailed notes on the trail
itself. He plans to write a
serious book for the long-distance backpacker that will
have detailed comments on the
trail and suggestions.
So far, only eight other
persons have accomplished
the feat of hiking the trail,
which is still under
development by the National
Forest Service.
Seven of those eight did it
this summer, with Wilds being
the only one going solo,
In 1932, Congress passed a
federal act providing funds to
construct and maintain the
2.400 mile-long Pacific Crest
’rrail. However, only three of
the seven sections of it were
completed before running out
of funds.
In 1968 additional funds
were allocated to complete the
trails, and now only 4800
miles of it are left lobe worked
on and should be completed in
two years.
"I don’t think I’ll do it again
in the near future," he said. "I
would like to do it again
sometime, but not alone."

SJSU projects get $1.4 million
Five San lose St ate
University projects have been
granted $1.4 million through
the Chancellor’s innovative
instruction project.
The projects are in special
education, art history, speech,
electrical engineering and
mathematics.
The speech project directed
by Kay Butler, will involve the
use of instructionally related
television while the others
will use independent study activities by students. All of the
projects have been funded for
one year.
"The net result (of the
speech project
will be
instructors will use their time
more efficiently to instruct
more students," said Frank
McCann, project coordinator.
education
"Special
programs are buried in
students. This might be one
way to resolve this problem
since instruction is the key."
he said,
In order to accomplish this,
he said, approximately 30
video tapes will be made of

such things as clinic sessions.
speech disorders, and
interviews
with national
figures in the field of special
education. McCann said.
"Hopefully these tapes will
be used in other state schools
with special education
programs,’ he said.
The other projects are being
co-ordinated within SISU’s
Instructional Developement
Department.
The art history project consist s of establishing an
independent audio visual
tutorial learning center in the
art department. A combinat ion of films, filmstrips.
and cassette recordings will be
used. The project director is
Dr. Kathleen Cohen.
Self-teaching audio-tutorial
methods will be used in the
electrical engineering project
directed by Dr. Joseph
Armstrong. It is hoped this
will fit student’s individual
needs, encourage experimentation, help identify students
who need help, and permit the
instructor to use morecreative

teaching methods rather than
lecture.
It is also hoped this sell’
teaching technique will he
adopted by other engineering
classes and provide more efficiency in learning.
The objectives of the
mathemeatics project will be
to cut formal lecture time.

have more efficient use of
student’s time, and broaden
student’s learning. Dr. Marjorie Fitting is the project
director.
The speech project is
devoted to developing new
speech techniques for beginning speech students.

Voter drive almost over;
70.6 per cent Democrat
As the cutei registi.ii ion
drive at San Jose Slate
University enters its final
stage, Clay Trost, campus
McGovern worker, announced
that 70.8 per cent of studetns
registered have been
Democrats.
’rhe figures, valid as of
Thursday, Sept. 28. revealed
that 1,671 students are affiliated with the Democratic
party. while 352 students
registered
Republican,

totaling 14 it per cent.
Persons who have declined
to state or register with
alternative parties including
Lakaza Unida, Peace and
Freedom, Socialtist and
American Independent. total
343.
Trost emphasized that
absentee voters must send applications by Oct. 8. The applications are available at the
McGovern-Shriver tables on
campus, he said.

Song girl expresses views
on athletes, dating, marriage
Maureen Wood is a Spdrt an
song girl.
She is charming, fun to be
with, has nice legs, sparkling
eyes and is always smiling.
She also laughs a lot, has
short hair, wears contact
lenses and has an imprefect
figure.
In short, song girls are not
egotistical princesses they are
thought to be.
Miss Wood, who is majoring
in nursing, has performed
with the SJSU’s spirit squad
for three years as a yell leader
or song girl.
She admits that, "Spirit
squads are going down in
popularity," and as evidence
cites the decreasing number of
students trying out for the squads. Whereas two years ago
as many as 50 would try out,
now only 20 persons show up
she said.
Miss Wood attended Holy
Cross an all -girl Catholic high
school in Mt. View and didn’t
take part in cheerleading.
Instead, she played on the
basketball, volleyball and
baseball teams.
"Cheerleading is the next
best thing to participating in
sports," she explained, "so I
tried out and succeeded."
"Being a song girl doesn’t
really make me popular with
the guys," she claimed in a
matter of fact tone. "I’ve only
gone out with one football
player in the whole three
years,- she noted.
"I even dated an assistant
football coach and he didn’t
know that I was a song girl
when we meet," she said.
"Most of the fellows I date
are sportsminded, outdoorsmen...not
particularly
athletes." she said. "Anyway, I
just play the field," she added.
Miss Wood is familiar with
the sports world anal ysis of
teams.
"Even though Fresno State’s
football team is 3-0 doesn’t

make them I hat good...anyway
they played small colleges like
Santa Barbara," she referred
to one of San lose’s gridiron
opponents.
Do cheerleaders contribute
to a win?
Miss Wood believes they do.
"If we can gel the crowd
riled up to yell, the spirit will
reflect back to the team during
a game especially when they
(the team) are down," she said.
"It also works the other
way," whe continued, "if the
team doesn’t get worked up
then the crowd will lose its
yelling power."
"I love being down on the
filed and looking up, at the
crowd. Anyway I’ve got the
best spot to watch the game,"
she added.
"My ambition in life is to
become a wife and a mother, in
that order." she said laughing.
"I want to have at least six
children." she said frankly.
"If we can afford to give the
children what they need. then I
and my husband, can have 6,8,
or 10 children.
"If we can’t have children
then we’ll adopt them. I just
love children, that’s all therein
to it."
Miss Wood philosophized
"if people would stop
worrying about others and
think about their own lives we
would be much better off."
"People should try to change
their own imperfections, then
the world would be a happier
place to live," she stated.
"Man is basically selfish,"
she stressed. "His prestige,
power and money are used to
build himself up so that he can
say he is better than others."
"I am aware of my own
selfishness," she expressed.
but it takes a lot of work to
eliminate it."
"You will have to accept me
as I am," Miss Word concluded.
AF

Thanksgiving
Pilgrimage
To Hawaii
Four Nights 965. Including...
. . . round trip via Pan Am 707 from San

Francisco to Honolulu, 4 nights lodging at
the Reef Towers Hotel (double occupancy),
transfers from airport to hotel and hotel to
Hawaii-SJSU football game, all baggage
handling, tips and airport taxes. For more
information and reservations call John Menz
287-8240 or stop by suite
710 at 6th &Santa Clara. tzln
wo, Student
Make Thanksgiving a boa Services
West, Inc.
trip.
A student owned and operated service

287-8301

David Newton

Child center gift

With some community support the newly opened child care center will fill an empty parking lot
with playground equipment.
Last week, Bank of America officials jim Ferrymen and Bill Bender presented a $500 check to Carl
Foster, director of the Student Community Involvement program and Marjorie Carmel, head of the
center. Also present was Mike Young. San lose State University student representative 1second from
let
The center furnishes child care service to students on weekdays.
The center, located in St. Paul’s Methodist Church on the corner of San Salvador and Tenth streets,
furnishes child care service to students on weekdays.

Environmental
library hours
New hours are now in effect
for the campus Environmental
Reference Library.
Students are welcome in the
library Monday through
Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The reference facilities are
also open Monday and Tuesday between 7 and 9 p.m

KSJS LOG

Maureen Wood promotes spirit at Cal game

5-5:30 pin
5:30-5:35 pm:
7-7:30 pm:
7:30-7:35 pm:
7:35-8 pm:
8-8:55 pm:
8:55-9 pm:
9-9:10 pm:
9:10-9:30 pm:
3,30- 11 prn,

MUSH
Campus News
Martin Luther
King Speaks
Public News
21st Century
University Forum
Public Report
Public News
l’uhlic Forum
Nilisil

DOUBLE
YOUR
BOOK BUYING
POWER
AT
JJ31-1-13J
JJJ2JJ
235 S. FIRST STREET
WITH LARGEST SELECTION OF
*paperbacks
*science fiction
IN THE BAY AREA
HOURS: 10-9 SUN: 1-4
COUPON

10% OFF BOOKS
WITH THIS COUPON
(Expires Oct. 12, 1972)

WELCOME BACK!!

Big shefs
8
IVO

C c each
Regular55
Save22
Al
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III
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taimmi
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Tuwceo alOndo ,;(i,s;pk eaeltspaautct,
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lettuce
make the Big Shef a great sandwich.

burger We always treat you right.
chef EXPIRATION DATE:
October 9, 1972
FAMILY NIGHTS
Every Wednesday & Thursday, 5 pm

SAN JOSE 4th & San Fernando
Across from the Library
DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW INFORMATION AREA
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Spartans edged by Fresno State, 23-21
KOREAN

Costly error proves fatal
By lay Goldberg
Fresno Stales head coach.
Darryl Rogers. lamented all
week on how he didn’t know
how the Bulldogs would beat
the "big had San lose State
University Spartans.
For the third consecutive
season. the Bulldogs managed
to find a way to beat SIS1.1.
This tune the final outcome
was. 23-21. before a new
capacity crowd at Spartan
Stadium Saturday night in the
Pt:AA opener for both schinds.

sist is
is 4-0.

elan and f. sl

the loss put a big crimp in SISU’s plans fora PCAA crown.
5151.1 only plays four league
games and must lace San
Diego State. Pacific and Long
Beach Stale. All three tell sicto the Spartans last
tim
season.
he team had no letdown
after the Cal game," said SISU
head coach Dewey King. "It
this is any indication ol Pt AA

is it ii’

III

till

N111111’

season."
The outcome of the game
was decided by a Spartan miscue. Quarterback Craig Kimball went back to pass on a
second and 10 situation at the
SIMI two -yard line early in
the fourth quarter. The ball squirted loose and rolled out of
the entlzone. This gave FSU a
safety, the only score in the
fourth quarter and the final
lead with 9:57 to go in the
game.

Not tail) did sist lose the
game, it may have lost the
services of defensive tackle
Cody lanes for the season. He
was injured in the second quarter and it won’t be known
how serious an injury he sic tamed until later today or
Tuesday.
"The team played a trememdons football game." said
King. "However, we plan to
win, not look good losing."
SISU may have played a
"trememdous" football game,

4

David Adams
Buried in this heap of football players is Spartan fullback
Larry Lloyd, who scored SISU’s last touchdown of the game
against Fresno State Saturday night with 5:03 remaining in the
third quarter. limmie Lassiter, (32i foreground and Ike McBee,
(191, background, look on.

Moment of glory....

Sprinkler system goes wild;
kickers romp anyway, 3-0
Hi
ick Labash
What .
it that opposing
schools have against the
Spartan soccer team anyway?
Playing under adverse field
condisions for the second
game in a row on the road. the
Spartans blanked Sacramento
State 3 -ti on a man made water
trap Friday.
First it was last 1 nesdity
Hayward Stale the Spartans
were forced to struggle on a
pasture neatly disguised as
soccer field to come up with rl
4-1 victory. What .,cured last
Friday night in sacrament. is
still a mystery.
It Was roughly live minutes
prior to the game time as I Uhl’

N11:11V11111, N

[IMP lii S

preparing to limber up lot the
the
suildenit
match
automatic tip: inkly si stem
that covers the field came on
and went wild.
Before an enraged Menendez
could get the other cilaches
attention to restore order, the
held had received a thorough
ten minute thiusing. It was
never discovered whether it
was sabotage or not, but what
really mattered was the
waterey surface conlronting
both schools.
The Spartans served notice
early that a liquid roadblock
was not going to dampen their
plans. 11 took about 40 seconds

tor Spartan wing Kenn., U,o. Is
to scoot down the field and loll
a kick in from 25 yards out to
give the 51511 hooters all the
scoring it needed.
It might have been wise to
stop the nonsense right then
and thereat both teams spent
the rest of the hall slithering
around the wet spots HS the
halt ended with the local
hooters clinging to a 1-0 advantage.
Four minutes into the
second period of play the
Spartans advanced on the
Hornet goal for another score.
Nick Nicolas
Fullback
intercepted a pass by home
goalie Barry Stillman to run

the WWII
NICOleIS controlled the theft and while a
frustrated Stillman turned his
hack on the play Nicolas
drilled the sphLre past him.
It was a tough night for the
Hornet net keeper who made
22 saver, and certainly
deserved a better fate. While
the Spartan kickers were
hammering the Hornet goal for
41 shots, SISII goalie Brian
Russell and his relief Harry
Ozols were starving the home
team on six shots.
Russell has yet to give up a
goal this season. Ozols took
over for Russell atter intermission and mopped up in the
second half.
Jimmy Zylker scored the
final goal for the Spartans late
in the game with an assist
Solite.

Former Spartan golfers PE
in SJSU benefit tourney.
Several Professional Golf
members, inAssociation
cluding former members of the
San lose State University’s
golf team, will be competing
Oct. 11 in the first Spartan
Scholarship mull tournament.
The tournament will be held
at Pasatiempo, near Santa
Cruz, is a benefit for the SISU
golf team scholarship fund.
The entry fee, which is tax
deductible, inset at $65 and includes green fees, electric cart.
prizes and dinner. One of the
prizes will be a 1973 Chevrolet
Corvette to be awarded to the
first player with a hole -in -one
on the difficult par three 18th
hole.
Of the initial 54 spots
available to amateurs in the
tournament, 40 have been sold
and any interested student or
faculty member to get in touch
with SISU golf coach terry
Vroom. immediately at his office in the Men’s Gym, room
109.
An amate,

play nine holes with a touring
professional and nine holes
with an area club pro. The
scores will be computed on the
best -hall between the pro and
the amateur on each hole.
The touring pros who are SISU graduates planning to
attend the tournament are Ron
Cernido. lohn lot a. Ross Randall hob hast wood and Terry

Small. Small was the NCAA
champion in 1984.
Other area pros slated to
appear are Dick Lotz, John’s
brother and resident of
Hayward; Forrest Fezler, who
attended San lose City College
and resides in San lose; and, John Welchers, a Santa Clara
University graduate from
At

but tin ee I hillgs kept the
Spartans tram winning. Costly penalties. throughout the
game: poor held position and a
slow start.
were
Spartans
The
penalized 113 yards. Alter
tying the score at 21 late in the
third quarter, SIMI could not
penetrate further than the
Fresno State 40 ard line and
Kimball had t wo passes
intercepted in the first quarter. one leading to a FSU
score.
Paced the the sharp passing
of quarterback lohn Behrens
and the running of halfback
Larry Miller. the Bulldogs took
advantage of a sluggish first quarter by theSISU denlense.
The first time FSU had
possession of the ball, it drove
60 yards in eight plays, capped
by a live yard sweep around
right end by Miller. with 10:41
left in the first quarter. Larry
Battle added the point after.
Four minutes later. the
Bulldogs dented the SISU
defense for another To. This
time F51.1 look advantage of
two Spartan miscues, a Kimball interception by linebacker
Dennis Tripp and a 15 yard
penalty for face masking
against SIS11. With the ball on
the SISU 14. FSU used live
plays to score. Miller went
into the end zone on a two -yard
run. with Battle, again adding
the extra point.
"It we could eliminate th,.
penalties. we could win the
close ones." King said.
SISU could only tie the score
twice at 14 and 21. Once with
3:30 left in the first held. a.
Kimball connected with light
end Chris Moyneur on a 14
yard pass play. Freshman
place kicker, Boris Bandov
added the point alter. The final
tying tally came with 5:03 lett
in the third quarter. Fullback
Larry Lloyd capped an 18 play.
80 yard drive with a one-yard
plunge into the endzone. Sanctity kicked the extra point.
Fresno Slate led at halftime.
21-14. after pehrens directed
an 80 yard. eight play scot II’’’
drive. He found flanker L
Austin in the SISU endzoce
complete a nine -yard scrum,
pass. with 1:05 remaining in
the halt. Battle added the exit
point.
The other score of the game
by SISU came early in the
second quarter on a 15 v
scoring strike to wide re, ..
Band,.
Arthur Warner.
hooted the point after.
Fresno State moved the ball
well in the first half. gaining

Sign-ups
Sign-ups for men’s an,:
women’s intramural football
this semester have been
extended to Oc. 3 in the
Student Activity Office.
Opening games are slated
for Oct. 10 at south campus
fields. All games will be
played on Monday-Wednesday or Tuesday-Thursdat
between 3:30 and 6:30 p.m.
Students are also needed as
referees and will be paid for
their efforts. Petitions should
be picked up at the SA office
and returned by Oct. 3.

E
Preparation for Fall of 1972

L SAT

ESTANLEYDUCATI
AKLA NAN7 E R
EDUCATIONAL

5.nce 1936

Call now in the Bay Area
(408) 275-8374

L;1

GREAT FOREHIGN FILMS
LA STRADA

TAE KWON DO

nearly 200 yards in
offense and accumalting
first downs. In the second h
FSII could only manage set,
first downs and 100 t,J,
yards against a stingy Sh,
defense.
King was particulai
pleased with the play of deti ,
sive back Dwayne Price and
Mike Hopkins.
Hopkins was voted the
game’s outstanding defensive
player, as he made six unassisted tackles and intercepted
three passes.
Meanwhile, Fresno State’s
defense took 5151I’s running
game away. limiting the
Spartans to 106 yards on the
ground.
Fresno State outdid the
Spartans in the first down
department, 22 to 17 and in
total offensive yards. 343 to
317.
For the first time this
season, Kimball had a consistent game, at least for the
last three quarters, as he completed 19 of 39 passes for 211
yards.
The Bulldogs Miller. was the
leading ball -carrier for the
game with 77 yards on 26
totes.

KARATE

JUDO

AIKIDO

CL ASS & PRIVATE LESSONS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
DAN KYU CHOI- 6th

DEGREE IER.A.

Sung. Glen Ilapst....
Ruben lar,snos. It,ni. Km.

MON.-FRI. 10 am. to 10 p.m. SA1 . 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
NEW LOCKIION!
401 E. Santa Clara St.. San Jose. (corner of 9th and Santa Clara;

PHONE:(408) 275-1533

rediscover the

sandwich!!!

w tie6
Ao
Now serving delicious sandwiches made to order
- HOT OR COLD Marring
1

THE SICILIAN SANDWICH made on Onion Roll
THE ITALIAN SANDWICH made on French Roll
THE TORPEDO SANDWICH made on French Roll
"Along with a cast of delicious roast beef,
Farmer John’s smoked ham and many others

- FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE A small varlet’ of sandwiches
will he made for fast food service.
DON’T FORGET OUR GRILL TOO!!

peanut’s
Cf:C)

NEWLY REMODELED
SANDWICH SHOP ACROSS
ADMIN BLDG.

LANDLUBBER’
started with Cone Corduroy
and made on -shore tactics a
little easier with an elastic
back blazer. A great wide
lapel blazer with matchable
or mixable classic pleated
leans in gray, black, navy,
brown, green, or burgundy.
Sizes are abundant, 32 to 44
for the blazer and 26 to 38
for the leans. And prices are
reachable, about $23 for the
blazer and about $13 for
the jeans. Check them out
at your campus store today.

Done..
Comurov

TONIG

DIRECTED BY FELLINI

STARRING ANTHONY QUINN
7:30 -MORRIS DAILY AUD.
ADMISSION S1.00
PRESENTED BY A.S.P.B.

Sports Brief
It has become common in the
world of Major League
Baseball through the years to
expect home runs, grand slams
in particular, to be whacked
by people named Banks. Ott,
Mays, Aaron and Mathews.
You would readily expect
one of these culprits as the
first National Leaguer to hit a
grand slam in the World
Series. Not so. It was in the
1002 World Series, second
game. that a light hitting
second baseman from the San
Francisco Giants named
Chuck Hiller popped a bases
full shot over the right field
porch in Yankee Stadium.

Cone makes fabrics people live in.
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’Salughterhouse Five’

Mark Spitz will highlight
Hope special Thursday

Film flashes future
by Mark 14401999
Five"
"Slaughterhouse
should prove to be one of the
most important pictures of
1972. It has the kind of style
that won’t be over looked
when the Academy meets.
Based on Kurt Vonnegut’s
time -tripping novel of a man
"unstuck in time." the movie jumps excitedly into the past.
present, and future of Pilgrim.
The perspective for the
movie is this: Pilgrim, played
by Michael Sachs, is a middleaged man materially
successful in life. He is
i.ontent, happy. and complete.

Enlightenment has been
provided, free iii charge. by
four dimensional beings ont he
planet Trafalgamore. who
whisked Pilgrim away from
earth and caged him for study.
Not that Pilgrim has it all
bad. He is placed in a geodesic
dome, furnished by Sears end
Roebuck, and given a fox of a
Hollywood starlet to make
him forget his earth wife...as if
he’d need much prompting.

sensuous beckon from her
lips that borders on obscenity.
Billy and Montana carry on
their activities to the delight of
invisible spectators and an
authoritative voice asking
"When are you going to mate?"
The space adventures don’t
appear until nearly three fourths of the way through the
film. They should have been
inserted earlier. They widen
the movie’s horizon.

The starlet. Montana
Wildhack,is leeringly played
by Valerie Perrine. She
radiates a look in her eye, Anil

While waiting, the viewer is
treated to moments of Billy
Pilgrim’s life, arranged in no
chronological order. They just

(oita

a

aitfiuildilt

happen.
Flash! Billy’s in Europe,
drafted into World War
II...soon captured, he is shuffled off to Dresden.
Flash! A standing room only
audience leans forward to hear
Billy predict his death...an assassin reaches out...
Through future and past,
Billy floats with an existential
nonchalance of the world
around him.
The movie "Slaughterhouse
Five" is an imaginative adaptation of the novel. Primarily
because the movie is visual. it
has more impact than the
novel.
Directed by George Roy Hill.
the film is a contrast between
start was scenes and the

surrealistic private and social
life of Billy Pilgrim.
A framework of sudden. jarring scenes, so successfully
used by Mike Nichols in
"Catch 22," is extended to
broader limits. The result is a
much more polished movie
than the Nichols’ film.
Filming was effective: as
Billy pulled a sheet over his
head to hide from his mother,
the viewer actually feels he is
in bed with him.
But flashing from the start
to the surrealistic is
sometimes like switching from
hot to cold water in a
but disshower...intense
turbing.
Presumably. that was the
reaction director Hill wanted.

By Frank Bruno
This week’s television
schedule contains a few
glimmering gems in a sea of
unadulterated pap. The
winners are:
TUESDAY
TheOctuber edition of "First
Tuesday" airs at 10 tonight on
channel 4. The loss of prime
candidates for officership in
the (LS. Army is explored
with the emphasis placed on
the situation at West Point.
Part II will be a report by
producer -narrator Bob Rogers
on the efforts being made to
prevent terrorism of the
Munich variety. Finally in
contrast to the subject of Arab

terrorism Is pieberildi109 01
Arab tourism an Israel. The
show was postponed from last
month.
WEDNESDAY
A show you can’t miss. "Six
Wives of Henry VIII" is shown
once again after it’s highly acclaimed run on channel 9
several months ago. Presented
in six, two hour spots tonight’s
episode concerns Catherine of
Aragon. The show appears on
channel 2 at 8 p.m.
THURSDAY
A star is born. Mark Spitz,
Olympic gold metal winner
takes advantage of his new
found fame on the Bob Hope
show tonight at 9 on channel 4.

But there are other things
tonight in case you don’t like
watching ego-maniacs at
work...Dick Cavell presents
William F. Buckley. Richard
Attenborough (director of
"Young Winston") and Isidore
Zimmerman. whose 24 years
in prison included Attica anti
Death Row. Cavett appears at
11:30 p.m. on channel 7.
FRIDAY
Sidney Poitier appears in
one of his finest performances
in "To Sir, With Love" on
channel 5 at 9 p.m. Set in the
blackboard bungle of London’s
East End slums Poitier plays a
schoolteacher trying new
teaching methods after the old
ones fail.

Right-wing author claims
conspiracy to rule world
By George Reds
A publicity -shy group ol
conspirators,
international
whose core is formed by
bankers, business tycoons,
has
and politicians,
constructed a carefully schemed plot to rule the world.
This and other eye-opening
allegations are made by Gary
Allen in his book, "None Dare
Call It Conspiracy." a
publication popular with the John Birch Society.
These accusations, intended
to be used as cannon fodder for
exposing the "insiders," are
carefully documented by
Allen but hardly believable.
The conclusions he draws
from a group of facts are consistently rash.
For instance. Allen has
pegged Richard Nixon as a
liberal, a man who has
"turned the Republican
elephant into a donkey with
elephant’s clothing."
Nixon’s installation of wage
and price controls. Allen says,
is just one of "fourteen
signposts to slavery:: which
he believes will come about as
the U.S. moves towards
Socialism.
Other signposts include:
abolition of private
ownership of guns
cumpulsory nonmilitary
service
laws limiting the number
of people allowed to meet in a
private home.
Actually, Nixon is the
puppet of Nelson Rockefeller,
Allen contends.The New York
governor could not secure the
presidential
Republican
nomination in 1988, so
arranged for the appointment
of Henry Kissinger as Nixon’s
number one adviser. Allen
contends.
The Rockefellers come
under heavy attack in Allen’s
book. They are accused of
financing, along with other
international bankers, the
Bolshevik Revolution of 1917.
Moreover, Al’en suggests that
the Rockefellers control Soviet
affairs through the pruchase
of patents for the Red military
machine.
In another instance, the
author brashly suggests that it
was David Rockefeller who
"fired" the late Nikita
Khrushchev in 1964 from his
post as head of the Russian
Communist Party.
In yet another instance,
Allen ventures that Moscow is
controlled by men in New
York, London, and Paris.
Communism, in Allen’s
eyes. "is not a movement of the
downtrodden masses but is a
created.
movement
manipulated and used by
power-seeking billionaires in
order to gain control over the
world...first by establishing
socialist governments in the
various nations and then consolidating them all through a
’Great Merger’ into an allpowerful world socialist
super-state probably under
the auspices of the United
Nations."
This, he contends, was the
main reason for the push to
seat Red China in the U.N.
A major target (and the most
deserving one) of Allen’s is the
Council on Foreign Relations
(CFR). a little-known but apparent I y
influential
organization, as confirmed by
J. Anthony Lukas of The New
York Times Magazine.
The CFR is the "invisible
government" in the U.S.,
having shaped foreign policy
from its headquarters in
Washington. according to
Allen.
The
1,5 0 0 -member
organization, says Lukas, is
like a "fraternity" group
designed to help members rise
in ’power. It is, in essence. a
"recruiting
for
pool"
Presidents who make Cabinet
appointments and other such
important
government
positions, he says.

All proceedings of the CFR
are off the record, although
NBC, CBS, Time, Life,
Newsweek, Saturday Review,
Business Week, The New York
’Times. Washington Post, and
Los Angeles Times are all
amonu
Itmmunications

corporations represented on
the Council.
To think the media would
remain silent about such
secret meetings is hardly
conceivable, but Allen says
the Establishment owns and
controls "the landscape
painters of the mass media"
who hide the activities of the
CFR and the Insiders.
Past and prestnt members of
the CFR, according to Allen’s
lists, include Richard Nixon,
Henry Kissinger (the most influential member), The
Rockefellers, the Kennedys,
Hubert Humphrey, John
Lindsay, Robert McNamara,
Henry Cabot Lodge. Dean
Acheson, and Dean Rusk,
If Americans are to expose
the Insiders, Allen’s book
must be the primary tool, he
says (It is also available on
tape casettes). He has
gathered his information from,
among other sources, four
retired military officers and
six men who investigated
Congressional committees.
"If we do not build a large
counter-revolutionary base in
1972," he warns, "the ball
game will be lost by 1976

Stevens
to appear
in concert
Cat Stevens will appear in
concert, tonight, at 6 p.m. and
9 p.m. at the Berkeley Community Theatre. Grove and
Allston Way, Berkeley.
Tickets for the two shows
are $3.50, $4.50, and $5.50 and
are available from Northern
California Ticketron outlets,
including
all Sears.
Montgomery Wards and Emporiums

TOUCHDOWN
in
HAWAII
like a special charter, round trip flight to the game. All hotel
and transportation expenses to and mom game are included.
II for only 5169.00 plus tax.

SPARTAN
\ TRAVEL
A.\ MART
in the
.
College
Union
287-2070

Tempera! Watercolor!
Oil! Acrylic! Charcoal!
Pastel! Gouache! Ink!
Markers! Niechanicals!
Packaging! Airbrush!
Illustration! Sketches!
Renderings! Exhibits!
Photomounting! Signs!
Constructions! Design!
And More! Low Cost!
Cold and Hot Press!
Single& DoubleThick!
All this plus
10(7 Discount
0

r

0.

WHO
ABOUT

CARES
SAN

JOSE?

We do...KSJS, Public Radio for San Jose. Why do we
care about San Jose? Well...look at it this way
We still enjoy looking at blue sky, just like you dothat
is, what little blue sky there’s left. Most of it’s blocked
out by the smog. Maybe KSJS can’t do anything about
smog, but we can sure tell you about it. Perhaps this is
what a Public Radio Station is all about. KSJS also
offers live CSU football, basketball, and baseball
games. Or how about entertainment notesthings
that are going on at campus and in other parts of the
bay area. And, of course, there’s good musicmellow
sounds to hard rock, jazz to classical, just about any
type you want. There’s news, not just national news,
but local and campus too, as well as special interviews
with in-depth reporting by the KSJS News Staff.
This is just a sampling of what’s in store for you when
KSJS goes on the air tonight, October 2nd, at 5 p.m.
But we need one thing from youYour support. We
need your help if KSJS is going to be a Public Radio
Station. Give us a listen some evening. If you like what
we’re doing, call us at 277-2766, and then turn a friend
on to KSJS. If you don’t like what we’re doing, give us a
call anyway. If you think you might like to get involved
with KSJS, let us know. We’re here to serve youthat’s
what a Public Radio station is all about.

Now that you know about us, let us know
about you. Call us on our "Public Hotline -

Public Rac o for San Jose

PUBLIC HOTLINE:
277-2766

( free program guide mailed on request)

GO PUBLIC...GO KSJS!
147-’7c/070,9

cricto’90/2,700,04,4
41"

’ -ga

4111:
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by Lee Nordling

C.H.A.R.L.I.E.

New radical student group
emerges, maps activities

APPOLOIZE
A D4J18 ELEvATog,i
WHY ID RATHER
Ek.OwN iNTO
A MILIJO0

ELEVATOR

’I,

Negative campus attitudes

Ever walked into an office
on campus and gotten the
feeling servre wasn’t quite up
to par? Well. Ntidre not alone,
and something may !malty get
done about it.
Robert E Urchin, assistant
director ol Student Activities,
recently outlined plan during
a Spartan Daily inters iew.
which would provide tor the
evaluation ol attitudes Camhave
workers
office
pus
toward st,idents.
the
emphasized
He
evaluation was still in the
planning stages, however
some
to get
"We want
method developed I or going
into offices and measuring
toward
attitude
stall
students.- he said.
"If negat ice at lit udes occur.
we want to develop a training
program. involving prot essional people. such as doctors
and psychiatrists, to influenr
and improve their opinion-,
"What we’re hoping to
Griffin continued. "is to involve people who represent all
Whites,
factions -Blacks.
long -hairs, short -hairs.
"We’re also talking about involving professional people in
the evaluation, sic that it can’t
be dismissed as a MickiA

supervisors as one of the most
essential steps involved in
making the program work.
"If a supervisor knows he’s
going to be interviewed and
knows he’s going to come up
negative,
and won’t do

there, asked a secretary if he
could use the telephone to call
his office. He was not allowed
to use the phone. even just to
call in to his office!"
While on the subject of
telephones. Griffin indicated
that an evaluation of people’s
attitudes over the telephone
was also being considered.
Griffin r ited nhiitining the

service given to students in
some campus offices first as a
student,
then
as
an administrator. The problem is
Omit encountered solely by
students, according to Griffin.
who gave an example of the
problem.
He said. "The associate dean
of student services went down
to
the
Home
E. ,nomics
Li
’down

anything about it, then the
evaluation won’t really
matter. We are dependent
upon the cooperation of people
who run offices,- Griffin said.
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Mouse operation
Griffin, who receo.ed his
M.S. in Recreation and Leisure
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Add -drop procedure
new this semester
A new procedure lot aduing
or dropping courses is elfeclive this tall. replacing the information appearing in the
current general catalog.
Oct h is the deadline for
program changes, which requires filling out a change of
study list card, obtaining the
and
Signature.
instructor’s
filing the card with the Registrar within the periods listed
in the schedule it classes
Students mac add or drop a
course alter Oct. ii IA, obtaining necessary forms trout
the Registrar s 011 ice and obtaining the approval of the
instructor.
In cases involving drops. the
instructor shall indicate on the
form whethei the student is
doing satisfactory work, and
then I orwaril the r.ompleterl
formtic he r(iviritt.ir

Study list changes made
before Oct. 8 will not be
recorded on the student’s
permanent record. However
all changes made after this
date will be recorded. If the
student is doing satisfactory
or better work at the time 01
drop,
the
symbol
"W.
withdrew passingl will b.
recorded.

STUDENT DISCOUNT
EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC

24 HOUR SERVICE
VI nCcciihicocd

99 .5. IRV St newels.* San lest
1114 LINCOLN AV( Willer Clem
Si VALLEY Fall Shspeffiz Centel
475 ENIVIOSITY 958 Pals Sits

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST
CAMERA SHOP

50 cents.
Fiesta Para La Raze is sponsoring an EOP picnic with muse.
and speakers at the barbeque pits. They are taking 25 cent
donations.
Want to see a 1032 propaganda film about marijuana? "Keefe.
Madness" is being shown at the CAI. Immo Prieto ballroom at II

p.m. for 50
Sunday-

cents.
loan Baez is appearing at Spartan Stadium in a
benefit show at 8 p.m. All seats are $2.511.

BtiCE

COI LEGE

LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
class at
Joon a college-age BAL
Eufrazia School of Ballet Basic technique tot the beginning dancer Beverly
Eutrazia Grant. Director Phone 241-1776
If no answer 288-8917

SAVE THIS AD. detore you pay retell for
cneck w us for discount
stereo no
prices on T eac Sansui Pioneer. Dual etc
We guarantee San Jose State students
the lowest prices available in the entire
Cay area Can for weekly specials 2472028

SPECIAL CHILD’S FILM, HUMAN
BEAUTY WHAT IT MEANSE needs
outstanding female subleets of any race
One hr work in exchange for personal
reel further possibilities 275-6795 6-

are you still pitying fun price or
oaceroecks, Recycle feat Largest selection of paperbacks science fiction in EMY
Area . price mostly We pay 20 percent
cover 30 per cent trade for your better
PaperbaCke used records. WO Re-Cycle
23000 1st St 286-6275 open 10-9

NEW STUDENT INSURANCE
PROGRAM designed Specifically f cr is
For information contact your student
representative Jerry Hill at 267-2700 or
246-0219. or bump intO him at class

HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED GIRL TO MANAGE
GIRLS ROOMING HOUSE- Must be
competent Apply 278 So 10th St. 2958526. 295-0514

MOVIE "Reefer Madness 1936 Mar,
Juana expose wilt beshown twice Fri Oct
6 Loma Pneta Room 8 PM 750 & the
Towne Theatre roulette 51 50 Also
featured at the Towne is the Dirty Butter
Jug Band

STUDENTS it you can work from 1 PM to
631., PM you can earn up to 50% commission on our lease program Call the
ice Cream Baron at 292-3752, or come in
an0 see, .s at 330 RaLe St SJ 18 or over
LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE dos!neuter
you are your own Doss No quotas
no risks, Every distributor has
different goals 8 different approaches.
The tact that Out natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Sales Growth
Please mane compareeons
ivy vollo asp you 10 00 a little research
before we let you SPonsot in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN 8 MARY 466 SO 5TH 02-2973866

ATTENTION SEWERS! The new Michael
Prescott precut Ready-to-Sew Fashions
are here, Debbi 293-1271
SI, JAMES INFIRMARY proudly presents
the Great 3rd Annual Going Out of
Business Sale You got to see it to believe
it Sunday Oct 15 Your favorite beverage
25 cents per lobe Bring a roe of quarters
ana go bananas 390 Moffett Ricci Mt
View Just up 101

WANT mations cple to rent 2 bdrrn unturn apt in triples $145. or less for
managing units 311 Perrymont. eve 3710180
LUCRATIVE OVERSEAS JOBS with
Famous World-wrde Hotel Chains.
Details 51 00 Alexander, Box 357-SPO
Soutn Pasadena, CA 91030

Ps, PB, Auto trans
le MUSTANG
Good condition 4900 or bast offer. Cali
998-1069.

OPENS FRIDAY THE 10
Fri.: 8:30 P.M.;
Sat.: 7:30 P.M.
aid 10:30 P.M.
with
THE PERSUATIONS
TICKET PRICES:
55.50, 54.50, 53.50.

Circle Star Theatre
,
164

5w 5rpoo, (smarms 64070
5.- loontaro 9825550i

BOX OFRCE NOW OPEN!
tidies ...keep C1110.1 %Tee 801 VOCE.
1E11811111 %MCI’S sea ILL AGNICES
aaa one, ins.. (neat (Arabi. to [intl.(
’,TAP NESTS( via nso to PO Bor 1237 San
Arita Csiirop.s 94070 Pima mina tan
wineses wet war win
.4.19.1
ION SPICIAVNII RATIN. GUI 1M-1111)
i.i( arusim ir( sire ,re

,ch brown
itt pence,. 00g

CARPET

BColo,,,SE 3 x 55 535 ChM
an 670 Ph 297-

71 YAMAHA ENDURO DTI-E 250 cc
Never raced Need the money After 7
287-0984 or 792-6031

0000 JOB: ROLLING STONE needs a
campus representative for San Jose
State The lob involves product giveaways and market sampling Pay us $501
Month for 10 hours work Applicants
must be enrolled as students at SJS end
neon sophomore Or greater Class standing No experience needed Hiring
immediately. For an application and
further info write Campus Reps,
ROLLING STONE. 825 Third St San
Francisco. CA 8410/

19 VW CAMPER. Excellent condition
New wide tires 30.000 mi 52,000 3581358
HEMI-HEAD Chrysler 392 in 1958 New
Yorker Station Wagon. power everything.
28.000 miles since mafor oysrhaul $t50
or offer. Days. 277-2366 Eves 292-9602

Earl Rose, a Black Vietnam
veteran.
According to the handbill.
Tri (pronounced Tree) "will
Vietnamese
the
express
viewpoint on the significance
of the 7 -Point Peace Proposal."
Rose, who recently headed

ROOMS. Oct prior ivy Hall 279 E San
Fernando clean, well mng d . across
from admin bldg 293-91314. 2044472,
253-1152
GIRLS ONLY. New rooms across the
campus. Kitchen env. Ample perking 99
St.. 9th. also 278 So 10th. Call 2954528,
295-8516 Private rm $95.. double $85..
triple $5500 Safe and quiet
1 DORM. UNFURN, Married Couples
Only Resident owner Elec Kitchen,
Pool Very clean. large 431S 11th St S.J
0000 TENANTS - 1 large bdrm apt,
hum or unfurn . new shags. avail S1155125 W & G pd Clean. mod 751 S 2nd
St 293-7798

DEPENDABLE TRANSMISSIONS Ma
my unsolicited recommendation for
integrity and cooperation L Feldman.
Professor of Mathematics Dependable
Transmissions, 425 W San Carlos

111110 DODGE, stick 3 II 1. red rem Vs
needs sorts work, original owner Make
offer Eves. 371-0180

RM, FOR RENT voth kitchen prmieges.
Prater Armenian student from Middle
East 292-4843

71 HONDA CS 480. Good cohd 4.000 int
1850 Cell Down Wok, 1100 PM 265-5599

LO HOUSE needs 2 girls non-smokers 2
bar, large workroom Call Karen/Becky
2940659 or leave note at 658 S 8th St

FOR SALE

WANTED: 2 girls to share 2 bdrm apt
with 2 others $37 50 a rno plus utii 415
So 8th St e4 or 295-8888

WATER BEDS -Yin Yang Water Bed Co
Since 1970, has water beds end accessories of the finest quality at the lowest
prices. Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Perk Ave.. Downtown San Jose 2861263. and 24E. Campbell Ave across
from West Valley College, Campbell 3781040

ac-

SPECIAL INSURANCE SAVINGS
to Senior or Grad
program to be of
students only For additional info or free
brochure please contact Dave Hammer
298-3210 No premium payments for one
year
INSURANCE
AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
CS1S (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE,. WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU,
HAS THE BEST RATES. CALL US AT
289-8681 OR STOP BY 404 S 3RD ST. 2ND FLOOR
PROFESSIONAL
TRUMPETFLUGELHORN INSTRUCTOR Contact
Fred Padden at Benner Music 248-1012
or 374-31305

GIRL.: 2 bdrm turn apt $110 Rent cut
All tali pa Nr SJSU 449S loin. Pow
heat 11 am-2 Pm

WHO CARES ABOUT SAN JOSE?
KM DOES
GO PUBLIC-00 KSJSI

"HEAVENLY VALLEY" House sleeps 10
for season lease 243-1847 aft 5
HUGE 1 bdrm apt Ideal for three. 1 1/3
ba . bik SJSU 439S 4th St 998-8038
NATURE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT
needs college Jr or Sr to share COMpletely turn 1 Dorm apt 660 295-1495 aft
6 prn
FOR RENT Large 2 bdrm house Girls
only Call manager after 5 pm 297-133011
or drop by 656 S. 8th St.
21112518. APT. barn. ’051k from campus.
$176. 65 So lIth St Call 295-1530 after
2 00 PM
BORM UNFURN. Named Couple*
Only. Resident owner Elec Kitchen,
MCA Very Clean. large 431S. 11th St. SJ.
FREE ROOM A BOARD to a girl over 18
as a companion. Very nice apt. Call
Robert Hall at 298-2308 After 5 PM
FEM, ROOMMATE? Sore Lovely 2 beim
apt w 2 others Dishwasher. pool & rec
rrn air coed West SJ $56 287-9521

WICK WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Color wedding coverage from 569.50
BRIDE KEEPS COLOR PROOFS &
album FREE $25, 1144 color wall print
with wed service PHONE 296-3300
Evenings till 10 PM
PROFESSIONAL STENO TYPING
SERVICE Reasonable rates for students
Phone 266-4527,

TRANSPORTATION
EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours tnrmoghnut Europe, Russia, and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights.
including Moddle East and Far East.
Student ski tours European used car
purchase system CONTACT. ISCA,
11687 San Vicente Blvd 44, L. A. Calif.
90045 TEL 828-0955
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Comma!
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY. Fly at 1/300
with a TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD- Call 213713866 for information or 2984/300 for
reservations.

S118 LARGE. t bdrm new green shag
cork 8 drapes 1020 Elm near the
Alameda 8 Highway 17 248-1294

PERSONALS

FREE ROOM and board to spirt as a Companion Call Robert Hall 298-2308.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY that feels
like people on love Petersen 8 Bishop
Photography 438 North Santa Cruz, Los
Gatos 354-2513 Mark or Ted

SERVICES

HELP1Senous grad student needs a
quiet friendly piece to spend Thursday
night every week, Can pay something.
Please call 1-476-5445 collect anytime.

TYPING
165 S 3RD
287-4355
BRIDAL FAIRS PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates $88 includes
gold 8 white album. 80 color print. of
your Choice, full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full color
80 0 541.25 each
Staff of 20
photographers Make an appointment to
see Our salmon-then decide. Open every
evening until 10 pm. For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3151
TYPING,
EDITING.
ENGLISH
AFTER 6

FAST. ACCURATE. ALSO
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
TEACHER CALL 2444444
MARY BRYNER.

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract,
Free del Free service Call Esche’s 2512598
TYPING, THESES, wipers, reports,
editing, IBM Selectne, fast accurate.
reliable 244-8979

STEVE-Thanks for findong my No. 3
card Sorry I didn’t see you at school.
Thanks again Dave Zaponta
PLAYBOY: Student rates 1 yr. $9.50, 7
mo $8 Send name. address & payment
to Playboy College Center, 1025
University, Sacramento, CA 95825
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E. Santa Clara
Street Rm 513 Phone 294-4499. Nantelle.
FRIDAY FLICKS "The Apra Fools" Shirring Jack Common Fri Oct 8 Morris
Dailey Aud 7 & 10 PM Dm 50 cents.

LOST & FOUND
LOST - Beagle female
mo . SJ tag
249-600. 11,-color (brown. black. Mute)
Answers to Daisy REWARD 295-7591
510 REWARD for return of goldrIm
glasses 8/brown case Lost Mon. on 10th
St Call Larry 2864696 after flf PM

Spartan
Daily
Classified
PHONE
277-3175

FRIDAY FLICKS "The April Fools" Starring Jack LentillOn Fri Oct 6 Morris
Dailey Aud 7 & 10 PM Adrn 50 Cent,,

HOUSING

scheduled to perform,
cording to the handbill.

NE-NEW YOUR OLD CLOTHES AND
SAVE SSC Mending. alterations & custom sewing at economic rates. Sharon,
923-5343

RETAIL MANAGERS- Recruit and
manage Beauty Advisors for high quality
products For appointment call 288-6082

17 HONDA 305 Scrambler Good condition 5225 2115-0158 Alsollight Instruction given for SJSU Flying Club CrittaPI

delegation of American
workers to the People’s
Republic of China, will speak
on his experiences in Vietnam
and the imperialist nature of
the U.S. involvement, Rose,
an ex -Marine, served three
tours of duty in Vietnam.
Films will also be shown.
and Teatro de la Gente. a
Chicano theater group, is
a

FOR RENT Large 2 bdrm. house. Gina
only Call manager after 5 pm 2974309
or CROP by 656 S 0th St

APT. HOUSE MANAGER- Near
Alameda & Highway 17 2 berm, 10511. 6
percent of the gross plus $50 mo whim
full 23 units. Someone Must be there
when vacancies 964-9600 ask for Terry
Brodkin.

’Ti AUS. AMER. Excl cond radio healer
tees then 12,000 red Must sell 11.450
offer 2E16-3242 after 5

MG MIDGET "7V Tape deck lug rack
good condition 51.500 or best offer 7085325

will be playing in the Concert Hall at NA 5 p.m. Scholarship
donations are $1.50 for students and S3 for general admission.
For theater with Social comment. see Theatre de la Gente, at
7:30 p.m, in the Loma Prieta ballroom. Admission is free.
The Church (.1 Poetic Expression is presenting a poetry reading
at 1:30 in the C.1.J. llmunhum room. There is no admission charge.
Wednesday- It you think the Vietnam war is crazy...see how’’
loseph Heller depicts the insanity end chaos during WW II in
"Catch 22,- at 3:30 p.m. 135 EfintS1. and 7,30 p.m. (50 cents) at
Morris Dailey.
Co-rec is sponsoring tun and games again this year. Stop by the
Women’s Gym sometime between 7,30 and 9:30 p.m. Admission
is free with your ASH card
For a really ifillerent look at motion pictures. see boy. students
put it together at 3 p.m. in Ole
Loma Prieto ballroom.
Thursday- The Masters it Social Work will present EOP lectures from 7 to t I p.m. in the Gl; Loma Prieto ballroom.
Studying got you down? I inv./old to Chamber music in the
upper mezzanine of the College Union at 130 p.m.
Friday- Today is the last day to add or drop classes. The Regis
trar’s office closes at 5 p.m.
Learn to meditate, develop ESP, heal yourself, understand
your dreams, and predict the future at the all day psycho
seminar from 10 a.m. to ti p.m. in Morrie Dailey. The program
featuring psychic Mark Reyment. is a benefit or Experimental
College. Admission is $2.
Hear (Auras Vigil al the open poetry readings from 7:30 to 1(c
p.m. in the Joint Effort Coffeehouse. There is no charge.
See how people become "The April Fools" in October at th.
Friday Flicks in Morris Dailey. The show runs al 7 and 10 p.m. lo,

CANDLE A BATIK WAS SPECIAL
’28-130 ana 141i-150 St 25 11 lb Slab
Eleven sines of wax for your complete
candiernasing -aye scent wick. molds
Carole Art Co 1536 Camden Ave.
Cdrnebeli 377-936, Sale ends OctoLer

AUTOMOTIVE

ouorn

,i tun and eKr.ltellienl, and a break !tom the boring
ny not drOp In on Some Of the "Activities Faire.
happenings?
Monday- Watch Anthony Quinn ilex his muscles in "Lo
rada.- 7,30 pin. at Morris Dailey or St
Tuesday- Is Cour true love piano music? Deno Gianopoulos

THE PISCEAN 35 5 4th St I u block
nortn of c,oraryi 287-7030 Features a
compiete line of heated waterbed. front
554 pillows. accessories quality 10speed importers bikes from $53 Salsa 8
Service 411 at righteous prices with friendly heiptul service 287-7030 BEDS TO
REST EWES THE BEST at PISCEAN

FRIDAY FLICKS ’The April Fools Starring Jack Common Fri Oct 5 Morris
Dailey Aud 7 & 10 PM Adm 50 cents

Although a mark of "NR" is
not held against the student’s
permanent SJSU record, I
may be held against him whet,
transferring to another school
where it may automaticalk
become an "F" or an incomplete

Dad,

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915,
Food Supplements i instant Protein.
Udall’s, Vita E Calcium etc
Home Cleaners (Basic H. L. etc
Beauty Aids (Proteinized shampoo etc
John 8 Mary Rhoades 297-3886

WHO CARES ABOUT SAN JOSE?
KM DOES
GO PUBLIC-00 KSJSI

It the work in progress is unsatisfactory, or if the student
drops a course unofficially,
the symbol "NW’ (no grade
recordedj will be indicated.

What it is

KUNG4U-cninese art or self-defense
Classes soon to open on Tues 6 prn-9
pm at 901 N. Ilth St Style Tel Chi Praying
Mantis A Shalin Law Horn Call 292-4530
Sign-uP ends Oct 8

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
,icantration meets
ohm chapel A., a,

.

fze -42f;

"r

IlLACKLiTE POSTERS St 50 7,4’11r’dES
700 8 .c ASENSE 25 STICKS 290
PIPES $I ut1 8 up RADIOS $3 95 & up.
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULARS
522 00 & up BLACKUTE. COMPLETE
18 611 95 4 522 95 STROBE LIGHTS
517 95 GAS OLD BULB $395 INDIA
PAINTS FISH NETTING $198 & up TSHIRTS 52 00 EACH BROOKS 80E. San
Fernando 1 Olk from SJSU Phone 29E0409

MENTS

5So-11,

TTRON
TAMA

ANNOUNP I

PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1528 W Sari
Carlos S J . 294-1455 (Just West of
Searsi features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames TOD Quality
watermattresses from $12 6 up organic
furniture pillows. quality 15-speeds
sales 8 service accessories friendly
service. righteous prices BEDS TO
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294.1455
--PARKING SPACES AVAILABLE. Mor.
chit rates cheap 360 5 t Rh St Contact
occupants

Activities Faire Schedule

10 forum as "The Changing

War in Indochina."
scheduled
Tentatively
speakers include Nguyen Anh
Tri, a Vietnamese student. and

CCI A 2.2.114s,

Griffin initiates evaluation plan
by Frank Roils

Almaden Room.
The RSII. yet to receive official
campus
recognition,
chose
the
name,
Radical
Student
Union.
from
numerous suggestions of the
persons present. They then
went on to plan a free forum in
Morris Dailey Auditorium for
73(1 p.m.. Tuesday. Oct. 10.
A handbill, proposed and
accepted at the meeting, desi(ii
tit the Oct.

A
new
radical
group
emerged on campus last week
and has tentatively identified
itself as the Radical Student
Union (RSUI.
"We want more people to get
involved.- said Ted lames. a
student member of the RSU.
The group called or building
"an Independent People’s
Movement.- in a flyer distributed prior to last Thursday
night’s meeting in the C.l:

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share 2 harm apt with 3 others 2 blks
nom commas $44 ma Call 287-0797
morn or eves
FUSIN. APT. 2 berm large ’ii blk SJSU
Sun patio 4 close% Girls 4455 tum 11
AM-/ PM

-.1.1644-1

200 P.M.

SAN

JOSE

SPARTAN STADIUM

Classified Rates
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